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Years ago, the label
“well-groomed
man” conjured the
singular image of
a clean-shaven,
self-possessed
gentleman in a suit
and tie, hair combed
neatly. Garnering
this epithet was an
achievement and
stood side by side
with sophisticated
and suave. Today,
that perception
is practically an
anachronism –
devoid of those
aspects necessary
to our 2018 reality.

is at an all-time high. “Men have become much
more interested and involved in grooming,”
confirms Tim Leamy, owner of Addison retail
store Sebastian’s Closet. “Perhaps it’s the
increased exposure [advertising] or that we’re
finally awakening to the benefits of attention
to skin and hair care.” Whatever the reason,
it’s clear men are investing time and money
in skin care services and products like never
before, and they should be. Men’s skin tends
to be thicker than that of women, and produces
more sebum, a natural oil. When paired with the
effects of shaving, it’s easy to understand why
men need to show their dermis a little more
TLC. Among the most popular products to use
is the Jack Black brand.
According to the company ’s website,
“Natural botanical extracts and oils are at the
heart of Jack Black products.” Their uncompromising focus on superior ingredients has clearly
caught the eye of local residents, because Sebastian’s Closet can hardly keep it on the shelf. “We
are big fans of the grooming tools from Jack
Black,” exclaims Leamy. “This locally grown
assortment of skin and hair care items is ideal
for our valued clients. It’s not overly complex
in application, and it’s a regimen that’s both
efficient and effective.” Furthermore, it caters
to beard maintenance, an increasing focus in

“ W E L L - G R O O M E D ” H A S E V O L V E D ; it’s
a diverse term, less rigid, encompassing a wide range of personalities and appearances. Now, we celebrate how
each man uniquely represents
himself, and how each, in
doing so, is equally handsome. From local salons
and clothing retailers to
dental offices and plastic surgery clinics, men
are embracing aesthetics
in ways similar to their female counterparts. What’s
the motivation? The answer
is centuries old, rooted in a desire to retain that youthful attractiveness and exuberance, coupled with a modern acceptance of
individuality.
Nourishing our skin is one way to
practice upkeep, and men’s participation
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“Every man wants
to look and feel their
best. Caring for
external appearance
often begins
internally.”
— Luane McWhorter, owner,
Grand Spa

the realm of grooming. Leamy elaborates. “From
athletes to hipsters, the beard has become part of
our current culture, and with it comes the need
for grooming products – balms, oils, moisturizers, etc. It’s a whole business in itself.”
A whole business in itself, indeed. A wellgroomed gentleman no longer has to rid himself
of facial hair to achieve a dapper appearance.
Instead, it all comes down to keeping it trim
and proper. Be it the polished beard, the faded
beard, the three-day beard, the chin strap beard
– you name it – it’s all achievable at home or in
the barbershop and easily maintained with the
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right products. More importantly, each style is
acknowledged as clean-cut and refined.
But let’s touch on an area that, until recently,
was considered more of a woman’s domain – the
spa. Everything about it smells beautiful, looks
beautiful and promotes beautiful. And guess
what? Men want to be beautiful too. It’s not
feminine to want a clear complexion or treated
nail beds; it’s healthy. Men are pushing past the
stigmas and recognizing how spa treatments
can assist in basic maintenance. Just look to
Twitter or Instagram if you need proof of men
sporting therapeutic facial masks — Chris Pratt,
John Stamos, Cristiano Ronaldo, Diddy, Justin
Bieber and Ricky Martin, to name a few.
Mental grooming through massage therapy
is yet another reason why men are turning to the
spa. While on the surface this may not appear to
fall under the same category, massage therapy
can be vital to individuals suffering from aches,
pains, anxiety and even diabetes, all major
contributors to our health and how we age.
While the male population is proudly
embracing these latest trends, they’re also
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targeting imperfections through avenues like
Botox and CoolSculpting. “Every man wants to
look and feel their best,” says Luane McWhorter,
owner of Grand Spa salon in Addison. Caring
for external appearance often begins internally.
Grand Spa offers many options, CoolSculpting — the latest medical spa treatment —
being one of them. It’s a process proven to
“eliminate stubborn fat safely and effectively,
without surgery or downtime,” an FDA-cleared
procedure that uses controlled cooling to safely
target and eliminate diet- and exercise-resistant
fat. How exactly does it work? Because fat cells
freeze at higher temperatures than surrounding tissue, this innovative technology delivers
a precise cooling which gently and effectively
targets those cells, resulting in crystallization
and destruction of unwanted fat. When your
body naturally processes and eliminates those
dead cells, you’re left more sculpted and toned.
It’s all done in an effort to slow the process
of aging and live a youthful, energetic existence.
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We’re told if we take care of ourselves, if we
become well-versed in health and wellness,
nourish our skin and consume the right
vitamins, we can outrun our fate. But can you
outgrow it? If we’re talking about the hair on
top of our heads, the answer is yes.
“Thick hair is synonymous with robust hair
growth, youth and masculinity,” proclaims
Marvin Friedman with Nu Hair of Texas.
According to a study at John Hopkins University in 2015, men with thicker, fuller hair are
seen as more successful and approachable than
those who are balding. Luckily, those experiencing hair loss may choose from a wide range
of treatments – wigs, medication, low-level
light therapy, transplants and more. Additionally, Friedman touched on future endeavors,
including gene therapy and hair cloning, as
solutions for hair loss.
The field of hair loss treatment has, similarly,
noted a progressively eager male audience.
“Today, more than ever, with mega ads and TV
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With over 35 million
U.S. men suffering
from hair loss,
finding a product
or service that works
is essential.
— Nu Hair of Texas

streaming, men are aware of the importance of
beauty, youth and fitness,” adds Friedman. And
male consumers aren’t searching for just any
treatment; they want a product that’s natural.
“The move to preserve nature and live a longer,
healthier lifestyle is a major trend that influences purchase.” This is where Nu Hair of Texas
can offer their services.
With high-end replacement
and nonsurgical hair systems,
Nu Hair customers notice an
increase in hair density that
offers both a natural look and
feel. For relief from anxiety,
it’s important to note that
the aforementioned treatments can withstand rigorous
activity, including swimming,
water skiing and diving. With
ove r 3 5 m i l l i o n U. S . m e n
suffering from hair loss, finding
a product or service that works is
essential, and Nu Hair can help
target a client’s specific needs,
boosting confidence and overall
happiness. When we feel that
familiar surge of positivity, we
tend to flash a smile, and that
touches on yet another element
to men’s grooming — cosmetic
dentistry.
It’s that first impression, and
typically a lasting one, so it’s no
wonder gentlemen are striving
to improve appearances through
dental work. At the top of the list
is Invisalign.
Invisalign is exactly as it
sounds — a plastic and virtually
undetectable aligner used to
straighten out a patient’s teeth.
While the option of traditional, metal-bracketed braces
still stands, many adults are
opting for a less obvious form
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of correction. This method of treatment allows
for a professional and clean appearance, while
still achieving the same outcome. But what’s a
straight smile if it’s discolored? Teeth whitening
comes in at a close second for clients wishing to
enhance their smile. The main goal is to brighten
a patient’s teeth without weakening the enamel,
which makes stain removal a top priority in
the process. Afterward, a whitening solution is
applied, followed by a blue light which supercharges the ingredients. Within an hour’s time,
patients are exiting the office looking positively
resplendent and beaming.
The most important takeaway from a
grooming routine is that a person leaves feeling
invigorated, empowered and comfortable in
their skin. Men, like women, have their insecurities when it comes to body image, but over the
last few years, more men have elected plastic
surgery as a solution to the problem. It’s the new
norm, taking matters into your own hands, and
male breast reduction happens to be one of the
most sought-after procedures.
It’s a sensitive topic, and a condition that

the male patient a natural,
toned appearance. While
men may feel discomfort
or even pain for a few days
following the procedure,
the lasting effect is reportedly priceless and helps
men practice healthier
body image.
Men’s grooming has
always been a topic of
discussion, one that is
suggestive of both the
time and generation. It’s
not about keeping up with
the Joneses. It’s an exploration into our perception of
men – how they should look
and how they are expected
to carry themselves. In
m o re re c e nt
years,

typically results from
a hormonal imbalance,
leading to growth and
“feminization” of the
male breasts. Over
200,000 men struggle with
this on an annual basis. The
procedure, which entails
removing excess breast
tissue through excision
and liposuction, is
performed under general
an es t h es i a a n d t a ke s
approximately three to six
months for a full recovery.
Pectoral implants, on the
other hand, are also on the rise,
and resemble breast augmentation in women. Shown in a
more positive light, the procedure
requires surgeons to
insert a stiff
silicone,
giving
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“Today, more than
ever, with mega ads
and TV streaming,
men are aware of
the importance of
beauty, youth and
fitness.”
— Marvin Friedman,
Nu Hair of Texas
we’ve opened the door for men to practice
self-preservation and healthy grooming trends
alongside women. 2018 continues to move away
from parochial thought and celebrates the
notion that every man, regardless of clothing
or close shave, has the right to be labeled wellgroomed.
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